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Newspaper Article 21/11/2023, 11:43

Illegal Eggtivities! 

News just in, the world famous Dominant Egg is being held at special jail for eggs in 
America, after being stopped by police for driving erratically and not wearing a 
seatbelt. A breath test revealed that he was five times over the legal alcohol limit and 
a number of bazookas were found in the van he was driving. When questioned, the 
egg became aggressive and charged at the three officers. However, after a few 
minutes of struggling, the egg was overpowered and placed inside an empty can of 
Pringles with a lid on top that was provided by an old lady. Thank God a shop selling 
snacks was nearby, but no one was hungry enough for THAT many crisps. But rather 
eat them to make space in the Pringles tube than throw them away. In the cop car, 
the egg repeatedly tried to bribe the police with the weapons. When asked why he 
didn’t try bribing with money, the egg explained he spent it all on fancy egg cups, 
luxurious shampoos that make him shiny, and pyramid schemes that seemed to 
make sense at the time. He also explained how he planned on firing a bazooka at a 
chef known for making cakes out of eggs. The egg accused the cook of being sick 
and a scumbag.

The egg was assessed as being mentally unstable and may be suffering from 
alcohol addiction, borderline personality disorder, and depression. The egg agreed 
that if all the money made from his upcoming standup tour called ‘Laughing and 
Yoking’ goes to the chef and the traumatised officers, the egg will be spared a 
lengthy jail sentence. However, if the chef doesn’t provide a vegan main course 
menu ASAP, the egg will later be engaging in constant, non-violent protest and the 
cook will be mocked on stage. Dominant also demands that all cakes be made with 
bananas and margarine from now on. If any more eggs get cooked, the Dominant 
Egg will go even further. But legally. He also demands to know what has happened 
to his cousin called The Tasty Egg and why he has stopped contacting him. 

Similarly, The Filling Egg, The Nutritious Egg, and The Delicious Egg have all 
mysteriously disappeared and The Dominant Egg has said ‘he will never stop 
searching for them’. Interestingly, his severely diseased grandfather The Manky Egg 
has been easy to get hold of, even in this difficult time. The Dominant Egg is 
currently receiving mental health treatment, where he engages in art therapy. The 
other prisoner/patients are encouraged to paint on him, which he enjoys. In his 
words it’s ‘Very rock and roll. Like being in an egg version of band Kiss.’ He also likes 
to sing songs about feelings of alienation and being misunderstood. However, he 
often simply sits in his egg cup, in his cell alone and in silence. His diary is a fairly 
dull read, but his poetry about nature and sadness has been described as ‘not bad’.

The egg still isn’t fully reformed however, as he has lashed out at a prison chef who 
was preparing ice cream. It had an egg in it. The egg has apologised, but the 
apology was described as ‘bitter’ and ‘clearly fake’. He has also has an obsession 
with chicken farms and demands to know what happens in them. His pen pal ‘The 
Disillusioned Chicken’ has been ordered not to go into too many details as it would 
be damaging to the egg’s mental health. On the plus side, the egg is starting to learn 
that chefs aren’t bad people, really the problem is with him. Thus, a world wide 
comedy tour could begin in just a few days. Will it be good, or will it just be an egg 
ranting? Only time will tell, but personally I find the thought of an egg simply talking 
about life to be kind of interesting. Article over, byeeee.


